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Abstract: Tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs), the most important immune cells in tumor microenvironment, 
were reported to play a key role in cancer progression, but the correlation of TAMs and Kazakh esophageal squa-
mous cell carcinoma (ESCC) was still not clear, so we sought to identify the function of TAMs in Kazakh ESCC clini-
copathological and prognostic evaluation. CD68 as the TAMs marker, and immunohistochemistry (IHC) was used to 
quantify the TAMs infiltrated in tumor nest and stroma, the IHC staining was also used to evaluate the expression of 
MMP-9 in Kazakh ESCCs. The density of CD68-TAMs in ESCCs tumor nest and stromal, were significantly higher than 
those of CANs (P<0.05). The increasing number of CD68-positive TAMs in tumor nest and stromal were positively 
associated with tumors lymph node metastasis and clinical stage (P<0.05). The expression of MMP-9 in Kazakh 
ESCCs was higher than that of CAN tissues (P<0.05). Increased MMP-9 expression in ESCCs was significantly as-
sociated with lymph node metastasis and tumor clinical stage (P<0.05). Importantly, the number of CD68-positive 
TAMs in ESCCs was significantly correlated with the expression of MMP-9 (P<0.05). Furthermore, the survival analy-
ses demonstrated that high-density of CD68-TAMs in tumor nest was positively related to the shorter overall survival 
time of patients (P<0.05). Increasing numbers of CD68-TAMs promote higher expression of MMP-9 and may play 
an important role in the occurrence and progression of Kazakh ESCCs, and which could be used as important prog-
nostic markers for Kazakh ESCCs. 
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Introduction

Esophageal cancer (EC) is one of the most com-
mon malignant tumors in the world that threat-
en human life and health [1]. World Health 
Organization (WHO) released the data showed 
that the number of new EC cases in 2008 was 
482,000, with an incidence of 7.0/1,000,000, 
ranking eighth in the global incidence of malig-
nant tumors. The Kazak nationality, lived in 
Xinjiang, the northwest of China, has a high 
incidence rate of EC. Due to special geographi-
cal, ethnic, economic backwardness and other 
factors, the mortality rate of EC is up to 
68.95/1,000,000, which is significantly hig- 

her than the average level of China (14.95 
/1,000,000) [2]. Although the diagnosis and 
treatment have improved, the 5-year survival 
rate of esophageal cancer is still very low due to 
tumor invasion, metastasis and recurrence.

Tumor microenvironment plays an important 
role in the tumorigenesis and tumor metastasis 
[3]. In addition to tumor cells, the tumor micro-
environment also contains many mesenchymal 
cells, such as macrophages, lymphocytes, 
fibroblasts and so on [4], in which macrophages 
account for a large proportion. Macrophages 
infiltrated in tumor microenvironment (TME)  
are define as tumor-associated macrophages 
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(TAMs), which play a critical role in regulating 
tumor growth and progression [5]. Studies have 
confirmed that increased density of TAMs has a 
closely correlated with the invasion, metastasis 
and poor prognosis of some cancers [6]. CD68 
as a marker of macrophage in tumor microenvi-
ronment has been identified by many scholars. 
Some studies have confirmed the mechanism 
of TAMs promoting tumor cell invasion and 
metastasis is closely related to their secretion 
of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) 
and matrix metalloproteinase (MMP). Matrix 
metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9) is a member of 
the MMP family, which is the enzyme for degra-
dation of the extracellular matrix of the tumor, 
destroys the tissue barrier, plays a key role in 
tumor cell invasion and metastasis [7]. Some 
studies have showed that TAMs infiltration in 
tumor tissue produce many pro-angiogenic fac-
tors and express high levels of MMP-9, which 
promotes cancer cell invasion and metastasis. 

2008 to 2014) in this study. Mean age of the 
Patients (70 males and 30 females) was 
58.47±7.8 years. According to the World Health 
Organization histological tumor classification 
criteria [8], there were 29 cases of well-differ-
entiated, 47 cases of moderately differentiated 
and 24 cases of poorly differentiated ESCCs. 
From these, 35 and 65 cases exhibited inva-
sive depths of T1-T2 and T3-T4, respectively. 
There were 51 cases with lymph node metasta-
sis, 62 cases in clinical stages I-II, and 38 
cases in clinical stages III-IV. All cases were 
confirmed and diagnosed as squamous cell 
carcinoma by postoperative pathological exam-
ination. None of the patients had received any 
preoperative radiation-chemotherapy. A total of 
100 patients had at least a 2-year follow-up 
after treatment, and the time for loss of visitor 
were identified by telephone follow-up and from 
outpatient care records.

Figure 1. The distribution of CD68-positive TAMs in Kazakh ESCC tumor 
nest tissue, CAN epithelial, and CAN stroma. Immunohistochemical stain-
ing of CD68, which was used to mark TAMs and to evaluate the density of 
TAMs in ESCC and CAN tissues. A and B. Show the distribution of TAMs in 
CAN epithelial and stroma. A Small number of CD68-positive TAMs appear 
in CAN tissues. C and D. Show the distribution of TAMs in ESCC tumor nest 
and stromal tissues, demonstrating that CD68 reveals diffuse staining of 
membranes and cytoplasm of TAMs, and showing the high density of TAMs 
located in ESCC tissues (especially in tumor stroma).

However, the precise role of 
TAMs in Kazakh EC has yet to 
be elucidated, we aimed to 
investigate whether TAMs cor-
relate with MMP-9 expression, 
play a role in Kazakh EC clini-
copathological and prognostic 
evaluation.

Material and methods

Ethics statement

All participants were recruit- 
ed from the Yili Friendship 
Hospital in Xinjiang, China. 
Each participant provided wr- 
itten, informed consent before 
enrolling in this study. Proto- 
cols were approved by the 
institutional ethics committee 
of Yili Friendship Hospital in 
accordance with Helsinki De- 
claration ethical guidelines. 

Patients and tissue speci-
mens

A total of 200 paraffin-embed-
ded human tissues were col-
lected, including 100 Kazakh 
ESCC tissues and 100 Kazakh 
cancer adjacent normal tis-
sues (CANs) (collected from 
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Immunohistochemical staining

Paraffin-embedded, formalin fixed tissues we- 
re cut into 4-µm thick sections, deparaffin- 

a week later until recording differences  
were below 10 counts. The mean number of 
macrophages per HPF across five hot spots  
for every sample (tumor nest and tumor  

Figure 2. Comparison with the density of CD68 positive TAM in ESCC and CAN. A. The density of CD68 positive TAM 
was significantly higher in ESCC nest than that in CAN epithelium (P<0.001). B. The density of CD68 positive TAM 
was significantly higher in ESCC stroma than that in CAN stroma (P<0.001). 

Table 1. Correlation between density of CD68-positive TAMs and 
clinicopathological parameters in Kazakh ESCCs tumor nest and 
stroma

Variable Cases
(N)

Tumor Nest
Mean ± s.d P Tumor stroma

Mean ± s.d P

Age (y)
    ≤58 53 8.91±7.19 0.955 44.32±30.87 0.823
    >58 47 8.83±5.99 43.09±23.00
Gender
    Male 70 9.14±7.33 0.532 43.51±28.41 0.900
    Female 30 8.23±4.58 44.27±25.07
Tumor location
    Upper  2 12±9.89 0.062 42.50±10.61 0.018*

    Middle 74 14.20±13.30 48.16±28.35
    Lower 24 15.82±10.45 30.21±20.09
Histologic grade
    Well 29 9.00±6.01 0.794 45.14±29.54 0.237
    Moderate  48 9.50±7.58 46.92±25.66
    Poor 23 7.39±5.04 35.35±27.30
Depth of invasion
    T1-T2 36 7.19±5.25 0.057 40.11±27.22 0.322
    T3-T4 64 9.81±7.14 45.78±27.39
Nodal status
    pN- 50 7.18±5.09 0.010* 33.32±21.05 <0.001*

    pN+ 50 10.56±7.53 54.16±29.05
Clinical stage
    I-II 62 7.19±5.20 0.001* 34.97±22.29 <0.001*

    III-IV 38 11.61±7.77 58.05±28.98
Note: pN-: no lymph node metastasis; pN+: node metastasis. *P<0.05.

ized in xylene and rehydrated 
in ethanol and water. The 
CD68 (Zhongshan Golden- 
bridge Biotechnology Co. LTD. 
Beijing, China) and MMP-9 
(Santa Cruz Biotechnology, 
Santa Cruz, CA, USA) were 
chosen in this study, the 
Immunohistochemistry meth-
od as described previously 
[9].

Immunoreactivity evaluation

The positive expression of 
CD68-TAMs in the cytoplasm 
of macrophages appeared  
as yellowish-brown to brown 
granules. The five most re- 
presentative hot spots were 
selected from low-power 
fields (LPFs 100×) per slide 
using an Olympus BX51TF 
microscope (Olympus, Japan). 
Tumor nest and stroma areas 
were defined and numbers  
of CD68-TAMs were counted 
in high-power fields (HPFs, 
400×) by two pathologists 
who were blinded to the clini-
cal patient data. When cell 
counts differed by more  
than 10 cells per HPF, sam-
ples would be counted again 
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The distribution of CD68-positive TAMs in Ka-
zakh ESCC and CAN tissues

In this study, we used CD68 as marker of  
TAMs to assess the distribution of TAMs in 
Kazakh ESCCs and CANs. We found TAMs 
mainly distributed in the tumor stroma, little 
TAMs distributed in tumor nest (Figure 1). The 
density of TAMs in Kazakh ESCC tumor nests 
(approximately 9/HPF, 2-34) and stroma 
(approximately 43/HPF, 6-136) were signifi-
cantly higher compared to CAN epithelial 
(approximately 2/HPF, 0-7) and stroma (approx-
imately 9/HPF, 3-35, Figure 2). 

The density of CD68-positive TAMs in tumor 
nest and stroma were close related with clini-
copathological factors of Kazakh ESCCs

We investigated whether CD68-positive TAMs 
have association with clinicopathological fac-

stroma) was defined as the CD68-TAMs 
density.

MMP-9 positive expression was located in the 
cytoplasm of the cell, which was brown yellow 
particles. Each slice was then selected 5 high 
power microscope (400×) image acquisition. 
The results were determined according to the 
percentage of positive cells and the depth of 
positive staining. Scoring criteria: IHC staining 
slides were scored as positive or negative by 
percentage and intensity of positive cells, 
where the scoring percentage of positively 
stained cells was as follows: 0≤5%, 1 = 6%-25%, 
2 = 26%-50%, 3 = 51%-75%, and 4 = 76%-
100%; Staining intensity scoring was: 0 = 
absent, 1 = weak, 2 = moderate, and 3 = 
strong. A final score was based on multiplying 
both scores from individual slides [10, 11], 
where: 0-1 was negative (-), 2-3 was weak posi-
tive (1+), 4-6 was moderate positive (2+), and 
8-12 was strong positive (3+).

Figure 3. Immunohistochemical staining of MMP-9 in Kazakh ESCC and 
CAN tissues. MMP-9 staining is primarily observed in tumor stroma (cell 
membranes and cytoplasm); some ESCC cells also show staining. A. Nega-
tive MMP-9 staining is shown in CAN tissues (scored as 0). B. Weak MMP-9 
staining is shown in Kazakh ESCC tissues (scored as 1). C and D. Show 
moderate and strong MMP-9 staining in Kazakh ESCC tissues, respectively 
(scored as 2 and 3, respectively).

Statistical analysis

SPSS version 17.0 was used 
for all statistical analyses. For 
comparisons of independent 
samples, t-test and one-way 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
were used to evaluate the  
density of CD68-positive TAM 
correlations between ESCCs 
and CANs, and between the 
density of CD68-positive TAM 
and different clinicopathologi-
cal features. The X² test was 
adopted for analysis of corre-
lations between MMP-9 ex- 
pression and ESCC clinical 
pathological features. Spear- 
man’s rank correlation meth-
od was used to evaluate  
the correlations between the 
CD68 and MMP-9. Prognosis 
were estimated by the Kaplan 
Meier, univariate and Cox pro-
portional hazard regression 
analysis method. P-values 
were calculated using the  
Epi-Info program, and p-val-
ues<0.05 were considered 
significant.

Results
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tors of Kazakh ESCCs, found that the density  
of CD68-positive TAMs in tumor nests were  
significantly associated with nodal metastasis 
and later clinical stages (all P<0.05). Similar 
trends were more obvious appeared in tumor 
stroma (all P<0.001). Also we found the den- 
sity of CD68-positive TAMs in tumor stroma 
were significantly associated with tumor loca-
tion (P<0.05). No significant correlations were 
found between TAMs distribution and other 
parameters (P>0.05 Table 1).

and 1+/2+/3+) to MMP-9 negative (0) staining 
(Table 2). The MMP-9 positive rate (1+/2+/3+) 
in ESCCs was higher than in CAN tissues  
(97.0% vs 45.0%, P<0.001). Differences in 
MMP-9 positive rates from ESCC to CAN tis-
sues were more prominent in strong staining 
cases (2+/3+, 59.0% vs 19.0%, P<0.001).

For comparison of MMP-9 expression to Kazakh 
ESCC clinical parameters, we divided ESCC 
cases into two categories according to MMP-9 

Table 2. The expression of MMP-9 in Kazakh ESCC and CAN tissues

characteristics Cases 
(N)

Negative
0 (%)

Positive combination
1+ (%) X2 P 2+3+ (%) X2 P 1+2+3+ X2 P

ESCCs 100 7 (7.0%) 34 (34.0%) 26.141 <0.001* 59 (59.0%) 54.851 <0.001* 93 (93.0%) 51.636 <0.001*

CANs 100 55 (55.0%) 26 (26.0%) 19 (19.0%) 45 (45.0%)
Note: ESCCs: Esophageal squamous cell carcinoma tussies. CANs: Cancer adjacent normal tissues. *P<0.05.

Table 3. Correlation between expression of MMP-9 and clinicopatho-
logical parameters in Kazakh ESCCs

Variable Cases (N)
MMP9 low 
expression

MMP9 high 
expression X2 P

0/1+ (%) 2+/3+ (%)
Age (y)
    ≤58 53 25 (47.2%) 28 (52.8%) 1.273 0.259
    >58 47 19 (40.4%) 28 (59.6%)
Gender
    Male 70 29 (41.4%) 41 (58.6%) 0.333 0.564
    Femle 30 12 (40.0%) 18 (60.0%)
Tumor location
    Upper  2 1 (50.0%) 1 (50.0%) / 0.116
    Middle 74 28 (37.8%) 46 (62.2%)
    Lower 24 13 (54.2%) 11 (45.8%)
Histologic grade
    Well 29 5 (17.2%) 24 (82.8%) 1.009 0.605
    Moderate  47 18 (38.3%) 29 (61.7%)
    Poor 24 8 (33.3%) 16 (66.7%)
Depth of invasion
    T1-T2 36 17 (47.2%) 19 (52.8%) 0.543 0.461
    T3-T4 64 24 (37.5%) 40 (62.5%)
Nodal status
    pN- 50 30 (60.0%) 20 (40.0%) 13.394 <0.001*

    pN+ 50 11 (22.0%) 39 (78.0%)
Clinical stage
    I-II 62 34 (54.8%) 28 (45.2%) 11.455 <0.001*

    III-IV 38 7 (18.4%) 31 (81.6%)
Note: pN-: no lymph node metastasis; pN+: node metastasis. *P<0.05.

Expression of MMP-9 in 
Kazakh ESCCs and CANs, 
and its relationship with 
ESCC clinicopathological 
parameters

Some studies have showed 
that TAM could produce 
MMP-9, promoting cancer 
cell invasion and metasta-
sis. So we investigated  
a correlation between 
MMP-9 and TAMs in occur-
rence and progression of 
Kazakh ESCC. As shown in 
Figure 3, the expression of 
MMP-9 mainly focused on 
tumor stromal cells (locat-
ed in cell membranes and 
cytoplasm), some also 
focused on tumor cells. 
Only 7.0% of ESCC cases 
were negative for MMP-9 
antibody staining, and 
most cases showed strong 
staining (3+). MMP-9 anti-
body negative staining was 
55.0% in CAN cases and 
only a few examples of CAN 
tissues showed strong 
staining (3+). We com- 
pared three categories of 
MMP-9 positive staining 
combinations (1+, 2+/3+, 
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expression level: low expression (0/1+) and 
high expression (2+/3+). We found the expres-
sion level of MMP-9 was significantly higher in 
nodal status (pN+ vs pN- = 78.0% vs 40.0%, 
P<0.001), and were clearly present in advanced 
ESCC stages (III-IV vs I-II = 81.6% vs 45.2%, 
P<0.001, Table 3).

Correlation between the density of CD68-pos-
itive TAMs and MMP-9 expression in Kazakh 
ESCCs and CANs

To found the role of TAMs in tumor invasion and 
metastasis, we investigate the relationship 
between the CD68 and MMP-9. The density of 
CD68-positive TAMs, either in the tumor nest or 
tumor stroma, was positively associated with 
MMP-9 expression, As shown in Table 4, the 
levels of CD68 expression both in the tumor 
nest or stroma cells were positively associated 
with the expression of MMP-9 (r = 0.359, 
P<0.001 and r = 0.373, P<0.001, respectively). 
However in CAN tissues, CD68-positive TAMs  
in stroma or epithelium were not positively 
associated with the expression of MMP-9. We 
can also found strong positive correlations 
between the density of TAMs in stroma and  
in the tumor nest or epithelium (in ESCC, r = 
0.801, P<0.001 and in CAN, r = 0.666, P< 
0.001, respectively).

Correlation of CD68-positive TAMs with patient 
survival after surgery 

Kaplan-Meier method was used to predict the 
prognostic value of TAMs for Kazakh ESCCs, All 

analysis showed that the increased density of 
CD68-TAMs infiltrated in tumor nest, nodal 
metastasis, later clinical stage were poor prog-
nosis factors for patients of Kazakh ESCCs.  
But in multivariate analysis, there was no inde-
pendent prognosis factor for patients of Kazakh 
ESCCs.

Discussion

Macrophage is a highly heterogeneous cell 
population, and it exhibit unique phenotype 
and function in vivo complex microenviron- 
ment [12]. TAMs are the major tumor infiltrating 
leukocytes in human tumors that play an impor-
tant role in the development of tumor. Clinical 
studies have also demonstrated a strong cor-
relation between TAMs infiltration and poor 
prognosis in some human tumors [13-16]. 
However, the interaction between TAMs and 
the occurrence and development of esopha-
geal cancer has not been elucidated clearly. In 
this study we found CD68 positive macro-
phages mainly located in tumor stroma of 
Kazakh ESCCs, and the density of CD68 posi-
tive TAMs in esophageal cancer nests and  
stroma was significantly higher than in normal 
tissues. Such result was similar to the report  
in esophageal carcinoma by Xie et al, and they 
showed that the mean density of TAMs infiltrat-
ed in esophageal carcinoma tissues was sig- 
nificantly higher than that in normal adjacent 
tissue [17]. Moreover, increasing number of 
CD68 positive TAMs in cancer nests and stro-
ma was a significant correlation with lymph 
node metastasis and later clinical stages of 

Table 4. Cross correlation analyses reveal strong relationships 
among density of CD68 in tumor nest, tumor stroma and expres-
sion of MMP-9 in Kazakh ESCCs and CANs

CD68 density 
in tumor nest

CD68 density in 
tumor stroma MMP-9

ESCCs
    CD68 density in tumor nest 1
    CD68 density in tumor stroma 0.801* 1
    MMP-9 0.359* 0.373* 1
CANs
    CD68 density in epithelium 1
    CD68 density in stroma 0.666* 1
    MMP-9 -0.008 -0.049 1
Note: ESCCs: Esophageal squamous cell carcinoma tussies. CANs: Cancer adja-
cent normal tissues. The numbers shown in the table are correlation coefficient r 
values. Spearman rank correlation analysis was used. *P<0.05.

ESCC patients who received 
curative surgery from 2008 to 
2014 and were followed up for 
1-7 years. We found the den-
sity of CD68-positive TAMs (P 
= 0.017, Figure 4) in tumor 
nest was significantly associ-
ated with poor prognosis of 
Kazakh ESCCs. Similarly, the 
tendency was also observed 
in tumor stroma, but the rela-
tion has no statistical signifi-
cant (P = 0.078, Figure 4). 
Multivariate Cox proportional 
hazard egression analysis 
was performed for Kazakh 
ESCCs prognosis predicts. As 
shown in Table 5, Univariate 
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Kazakh ESCCs. The result was similar with 
those reported in papillary thyroid carcinoma 
and melanoma [18, 19]. At the same time, we 
found that the density of CD68 positive TAMs 
was significantly higher in ESCC nest and stro-
ma than that in CAN stroma and epithelium. 
These results were consistent with previous 
findings that CD68 molecules in malignant 

tumors can be used as a marker to identify 
tumor-associated macrophages [20, 21].

TAMs can promote the progression of tumor 
through some mechanisms. It was reported 
that TAMs could produce some important mol-
ecules which can promote angiogenesis, tissue 
remodeling and immunosuppression in some 

Figure 4. Kaplan-Meier survival curves showing 100 ESCC patients with expression of CD68. A. Patients with high 
expression of CD68 in nest experienced a significantly shorter postoperative survival time than those with low CD68 
levels (P = 0.017). B. Patients with CD68 over expression had a higher risk of death than those with lower CD68 
levels (P = 0.017). C. Patients with high expression of CD68 in stroma has negative relationship than those with low 
CD68 levels (P = 0.078). D. Patients with CD68 over expression had no risk of death than those with lower CD68 
levels (P = 0.078).
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Table 5. Univariate and multivariate survival analyses of clinicopathological characteristics and CD68 macrophage with overall survival for Ka-
zakh esophageal carcinoma (ESCC)

Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis
HR 95% CI P HR 95% CI P

Age (≥58 y) 0.611 0.359 1.041 0.070 0.467 0.259 0.841 0.074
Sex (female) 1.202 0.674 2.144 0.533 1.313 0.686 2.512 0.411
Differentiation (moderate/poor) 1.536/1.022 0.758/0.526 3.112/1.985 0.234/0.948 2.513/1.432 1.115/0.658 5.661/3.117 0.026/0.365
L/N metastasis (positive) 1.956 1.139 3.360 0.015* 1.108 0.423 2.902 0.834
Clinical stage (III + IV) 2.093 1.226 3.575 0.007* 1.894 0.746 4.812 0.179
Depth of invasion (T1-T2/T3-T4) 1.001 0.579 1.733 0.996 0.216 0.343 1.273 0.661
Tumor location (Middle/Lower) 2.283/1.292 0.282/0.606 18.51/2.753 0.439/0.507 6.661/1.271 0.619/0.560 71.632/2.888 0.118/0.566
CD68+ macrophages counts in tumor nest (High) 1.898 1.060 3.399 0.031* 1.849 0.870 3.929 0.110
CD68+ macrophages counts in tumor stroma (High) 1.544 0.899 2.652 0.115 0.900 0.448 1.808 0.767
Note: L/N, lymph node; CI, confidence interval; HR, hazard radio. *Significant difference that 95% CI was not including 1.
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tumors [22-24]. According to previous studies 
we know that TAMs can release MMP that pro-
mote cancer invasion and metastasis [5]. 
Because of the change of cell matrix, it is ben-
eficial to the migration of tumor cells, which is 
the key role to the infiltration and distant metas-
tasis of tumor cells [25-28]. MMP-9 is one of 
the important members of MMP family, which 
overexpression was related to the occurrence 
and progression of tumor [29]. In order to fur-
ther explore the interaction between MMP-9 
and TAMs, we first evaluated specific expres-
sion of MMP-9 in Kazakh esophageal squa-
mous cell carcinoma, then found that MMP-9 
was mainly expressed in tumor stroma cells, 
such as macrophages. In addition, we found 
that the expression of MMP-9 in cancer tissues 
was significantly higher than that in normal tis-
sues. Similar results were also reported in lung 
cancer, in which MMP9 was mainly expressed 
in tumor stroma cells or tumor cells, whereas 
less expressed in lung normal tissues stroma 
cells or epithelium [30]. According to the clini-
cal parameters analysis, we found the high 
expression of MMP-9 in Kazakh esophageal 
carcinoma was significantly positive correlated 
with lymph node metastasis and later clinical 
stage, these results were consistent with previ-
ous studies in breast cancer and laryngeal 
squamous cell carcinoma (LSCC) [31, 32]. 

In order to explore the possible mechanism of 
TAMs promoting tumor development, we ana-
lyzed the correlation between the number of 
CD68 positive TAMs and the expression of 
MMP-9, found that increasing number of CD68 
positive TAMs was close relationship with high 
expression of MMP-9 (P<0.05), and both of 
which closely linked to tumor lymphatic metas-
tasis and later clinical stage, suggested that 
the infiltration of TAMs in esophageal squa-
mous cell carcinoma may promote the invasion 
and metastasis of esophageal squamous cell 
carcinoma by secreting MMP-9.

Some studies found increasing number of  
TAMs infiltrated in tumor nest and stroma was 
associated with tumor distant metastasis and 
poor prognosis [33]. In our study, the results 
revealed that the high density of CD68 positive 
TAMs in cancer nests was associated with 
shorter overall survival, but not CD68 positive 
TAMs in cancer stroma, which suggest the 
increasing number of CD68 positive TAMs, 
especially in cancer nests, has a close correla-

tion with the occurrence, progression and poor 
prognosis of Kazakh ESCCs.

There are still some deficiencies in this study. 
Firstly, the CD68 molecule as a marker of mac-
rophages has been widely accepted by schol-
ars, and which could not only mark M1 type 
macrophages, but also mark M2 type macro-
phages, however, as this widespread marker 
and lack of specificity, some studies thought it 
may be not completely suitable to as a labeled 
of TAMs. Secondly, the criteria for counting 
macrophages in cancer tissue specimens is 
subject to some level of error. Related re- 
search finding that counted CD68-positive 
TAMs stratified as those localized to cancer 
stroma and those in contact with cancer cells 
or penetrating into a cancer nest was an inde-
pendent prognostic factor for survival in ESCC 
patients [34]. So the counts of CD68-positive 
TAMs are important, the use of image analysis 
software might be one way to reduce subjec- 
tive error. In order to better evaluate the density 
of TAM, The mean number of macrophages 
across five hot spots for every sample (tumor 
nest and tumor stroma) was defined as the 
CD68-TAMs density by two pathologists likely 
kept error to a minimum, and may prove to be 
the preferred method for TAM density 
evaluation.

Conclusion

The density of TAMs in Kazakh ESCCs tumor 
stroma and nests were significantly higher than 
that of CANs, and the increased number of 
CD68-positive TAMs in tumor nest and tumor 
stroma correlation with high expression of 
MMP-9, which predicts the high aggressive of 
Kazakh ESCCs (lymph node metastasis and 
later clinical stage progression), and which 
could be used as important prognostic markers 
for Kazakh ESCCs.
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